Halcyon Supply Chain Solutions
Supply Chain Optimization Delivers Competitive Advantage
OUR APPROACH
Halcyon works with our clients as a lead logistics provider and solutions orchestrator. Halcyon’s “umbrella coverage”
concept is designed to provide our clients with the assurance that all aspects of their supply chains is operating at
peak efficiency. We look at the supply chain as series of integrated processes that can be fine-tuned to eliminate
time and inefficient operations that reduces overall cost and increases speed to market. By outsourcing these internal
operational processes, our customers can free up valuable internal resources that can be re-deployed to other high
growth areas of their company.
Under our umbrella model, we assist in supplier and vendor selection that focuses on building and optimizing supply
chains for peak performance. Our model is designed to reduce supply chain costs in the key areas of transportation,
inventory carrying costs, network optimization and capital expenditures. We manage both suppliers and vendors as
we knit together an optimized network from sourcing points to delivery points.

Halcyon’s primary goal is to be a strategic partner who sits with at our clients supply chain strategy table to design
solutions that makes sense for them and their customers. A shared vision and shared solution that makes our clients
companies more competitive in their space. We have a vested interest in their business success. Our solutions
provide outcomes that create a win-win experience for us and our clients.
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SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES
Halcyon’s primary benefit for clients is our ability to manage all of the key components of the supply chain under our
umbrella coverage concept. Through an integrated solution we manage suppliers, vendors, and inventories while
simultaneously providing multi-modal transportation service through our preferred provider network.
Halcyon’s deep logistics knowledge and acumen has developed over years of experience while working with the
converging supply chains of manufacturers and diverse suppliers in multiple industries.
Halcyon’s packaging and distribution expertise provides a keen understanding of how to ship products efficiently and
damage free regardless of transport mode. Employing our supply chain and multi-modal knowledge and experience
allows us to move products around the globe avoiding supply chain disruptions through supply chain network and
transport mode selection criteria optimization

WAREHOUSING SERVICES
Halcyon provides warehousing capabilities as part of a global integrated solution through our preferred partner
network. With warehouse capacity becoming more constrained every day, Halcyon has access to over four million
square feet of space through our partner network. We manage client inventories based on their supply requirements
whether it be FIFO, LIFO or a customized program. Our continuous improvement process ensures that we maintain
the highest quality of service to meet client requirements today and tomorrow.
Our in warehouse services include the following areas: Basic Warehouse Services, Distributive Resource Planning,
Vendor Managed Inventory and Fulfillment.

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
Halcyon provides multi-modal transportation services through our carrier and third party logistics (3PL) preferred
partner network. Our team has well established relationships with major transport carriers operating in all modes
of transport as well as the 3PL community who provide capacity at competitive rates. We build flexible integrated
transportation solutions with our client’s provider network, or our provider network, or a combination of both. We
can forge efficient and cost effective solutions for clients and their customers as part of a comprehensive supply chain
management solution.
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